Give It a Try

“

I can’t say enough of how
much it’s changed my practice
and changed the kids in my
practice.

”

- Dr. Arthur Moebius
pHYSICIAN

“

The feedback that we have
received from parents is that
they love it because they
can better communicate
with us.

“

”

- Dr. Camille Graham

pHYSICIAN

It’s essential. It’s more
than helpful. It’s time saving.
It’s efficient to my staff.
It’s pleasing to parents.

Integrating myADHDportal.com into
your ADHD patient flow will improve the
quality of care you are able to provide
to your patients. Moreover, using the
portal will save you time and improve
communication with parents and
teachers. And, best of all, you can now
try it at a discounted introductory
rate.

So go to myADHDportal.com to activate your
introductory trial today and start taking advantage
of all the benefits.

”

- Dr. Keith Stowers
pHYSICIAN
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Improving
ADHD Care
Introducing a major
breakthrough FOR
ASSESSING AND TREATING
patients with ADHD

Try it now at a discounted
introductory rate

how it works
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myADHDportal.com

Functions of

myADHDportal.com

myADHDportal.com is an evidence-based,1
comprehensive, and easy-to-use tool developed
by Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
for improving the quality of ADHD care.
• Online collection of parent and teacher rating
scales during assessment

• Online access to assessment reports
• Online collection of parent and teacher rating
scales at physician-designated intervals to
monitor response to treatment

• Treatment graphs displaying changes in ADHD
symptoms with annotations indicating treatment
changes

• Email notifications of changes in online
assessments indicating potential behavioral
deterioration or problematic side effects

• Facilitated email communication with parents
and teachers
Epstein, J.N., Langberg, J.M., Lichtenstein, P.K., Kolb, R., Altaye, M. & Simon,
J.O. (2011). Use of a web portal to improve community-based pediatric ADHD
care: A cluster randomized trial. Pediatrics, 128, e1201-e1208.

Enroll

	Once you sign up, you complete a
simple training program that teaches
you how to use myadhdportal.com.
You do the training on your time
and it’s all virtual, so all you need
is a computer.
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Engage

	You invite families to use
myADHDportal.com as part of
the diagnostic or treatment process.
Parents log on and complete
validated online ratings about their
child’s history and behavior. Parents
also invite teachers to complete
online ratings about their child, and
you receive scored rating scales as
well as interpretive summary reports.
All it takes are a few clicks.
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Enjoy

	The goal of myADHDportal.com
is to help make your work a little
easier while knowing that you
are doing all you can to help your
patients with ADHD. Here are just
a few of the benefits you can expect
to experience.

Benefits

+

	Faster assessments and
turnaround times

+

	Closer monitoring of patient
outcomes during treatment

+

	Improved communication
with parents and teachers

+

	Potential for increased
reimbursement for ADHD
management services

+

	ABP Maintenance of
Certification Part 4 credits

+

	20 Performance
Improvement CME credits

Hundreds of physicians just
like you are now experiencing
the benefits of membership to
myADHDportal.com.

Try it now at a discounted
introductory rate

